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Key Competences

- Digital
- Multilingual
- Literacy
- Cultural awareness and expression
- Entrepreneurship
- Citizenship
- Personal, social, and learning
- Science, technology, engineering, mathematical
How to get a grip from key competences?

- Ask one, you will get one answer. Ask thousand, you’ll get 1000 answers.
- Key competences for a learner, key competences is profession,…

COUNCIL RECOMMENDATION of 22 May 2018 on key competences for lifelong learning

Future workplaces, how to understand and describe

• Totally new professions:

• New way to do old job:

• New way in organizational culture:

• Still we eat, travel, sleep, get sick, do interaction etc.
Towards a new VET

• From teaching to learning
• From passive groups to interactive individual teams, digital skills as a tool
• From school to world
• Formal and informal learning
• Are we evaluating the learning processes or the final skills
• ”How much” we can teach/learn at time?
• Do we need the school in its now existing form?
What to do in this workshop?

• A) Find one totally new profession, B) find one profession, where the content/way to practice it is changing
• What are the needed skills for that?
• How is the learning process implemented for these new skills?
• Who will take the responsibility to develop these skills?
• How this will change YOU!?
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